It is a time-consuming and often iterative procedure to determine design parameters based on fine, accurate but expensive, models. To decrease the number of fine model evaluations, space mapping techniques may be employed. In this approach, it is assumed both fine model and coarse, fast but inaccurate, one are available. First, the coarse model is optimized to obtain design parameters satisfying design objectives. Next, auxiliary parameters are calibrated to match coarse and fine models' responses. Then, the improved coarse model is re-optimized to obtain new design parameters. The design procedure is stopped when a satisfactory solution is reached. In this paper, an implicit space mapping method is used to design a microstrip low-pass elliptic filter. Simulation results show that only two fine model evaluations are sufficient to get satisfactory results.
Introduction
Considering the development of computer-aided design methods, optimization has become a widely used technique in design of microwave circuits. A typical design problem is to choose the design parameters to get the desired response. The space mapping (SM), introduced in [1] , is a powerful technique to optimize complex models. The aim of this technique is to make a shortcut using a cheaper but less accurate model, coarse model, to gain information about the optimal parameter setting of the expensive but accurate model, fine model. To obtain the optimal design for the fine model, the SM establishes a mapping between the parameters of the two models iteratively [1, 2] . In some cases, this mapping is not explicit and it is hidden in the coarse model. The implicit space mapping (ISM) [3] , described below, addresses this issue.
First, the coarse model is optimized to obtain design parameters satisfying the design objectives. Second, an auxiliary set of parameters in the coarse model, which always remain fixed in the fine model, is calibrated to match coarse and fine models' responses. This step is known as the parameter extraction step. Examples of the auxiliary parameters are physical parameters, such as relative dielectric constant, and geometrical parameters, such as substrate height. The coarse model with updated values of auxiliary parameters is known as the surrogate, calibrated coarse, model. Considering the re-calibrated auxiliary parameters fixed, then, the calibrated coarse model is re-optimized to obtain a new set of design parameters. These design parameters are given to the fine model to evaluate its performance [4] . The design procedure is stopped when a satisfactory solution is reached.
In this paper, an optimization procedure based on ISM technique is applied to a microstrip low-pass elliptic filter. Agilent ADS and ADS Momentum [5] are employed to simulate coarse and fine models, respectively.
Implicit Space Mapping Approach
The design objective is to calculate an optimal solution for the fine model, as follows
where  is a suitable objective function. The fine model's response, f R , is, for example,
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S at selected frequency points. f x  is the optimal fine model parameters to be determined. It can be found using the following iterative procedure
where s R refers to the surrogate model's response. To solve Equation (1), a two-step procedure is employed. In the first step, the auxiliary parameters are calibrated so that the surrogate and fine models' responses become similar enough. The auxiliary parameters are calculated using the following equation
where 0 p refers to the initial auxiliary parameters. Considering the re-calibrated auxiliary parameters fixed, then, the new surrogate model is re-optimized to obtain a new set of design parameters, new f x , in the second step. If the fine model's response for this new set of design parameters satisfies the design specifications, the algorithm is stopped. Otherwise, it re-calculates the auxiliary parameters for the current design parameters [4, 6] .
Microstrip Low-Pass Elliptic Filter
Low-pass filters are components, which are used to eliminate unwanted harmonics. Low-pass elliptic filters can provide a fairly sharp cut-off frequency [7] . In this paper, ISM technique is applied to the optimization problem of a low-pass elliptic filter with a cut-off frequency of 7 GHz. The structure of this filter is illustrated in Figure 1 .
The coarse model is composed of empirical models of simple microstrip elements, as shown in Figure 2 | S12 | 0.964, 0.001GHz 7 GHz | S12 | 0.0025,11.65GHz 11.7 GHz
The filter structure is made of a perfect conductor on the top of a substrate with a relative dielectric constant of 10 and a height of 635 µm, backed with a perfect conductor ground plane. When designing a coarse model in ADS, its parameters could be tunable. This tuning capability allows one to graphically see how the parameters affect the responses. As a result, design parameters for the design procedure and parameter extraction step can appropriately be chosen. We set 4 , , ] r r r    , respectively, where i h and refer to the height and relative dielectric constant for each microstrip line having a width of i W . In the parameter extraction step, we use ADS quasi-Newton optimization algorithm to match the fine and surrogate models' magnitude of scattering parameters. The optimal coarse model is obtained using the ADS gradient optimization algorithm. The main advantage of implicit space mapping optimization technique is that, in this example, the design algorithm requires only one iteration, i.e., two fine model simulations. The coarse and fine models' responses for the initial and final design parameters are demonstrated in Figure 3 and Figure 4 , respectively. Table 1 shows the initial and final values of design parameters. The original and final values of auxiliary parameters are given in Table 2 . 
Conclusions
Using implicit space mapping method, the design parameters for a microstrip low-pass elliptic filter were determined. It was shown that this technique led to de-creasing the number of fine model evaluations. First, the coarse model was optimized to obtain design parameters satisfying the design objective. Second, auxiliary parameters were calibrated in the coarse model to match coarse and fine models' responses. Third, the improved coarse model was re-optimized to obtain a new set of design parameters. Finally, the resulting design parameters were given to the fine model to evaluate its performance. The design procedure was repeated by the time a satisfactory solution was obtained. Simulation results showed that only two evaluations of the fine model were sufficient to get satisfactory results for the given case-study application.
